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accommodation in Egypt for the sick and wounded
off GaUipoli was far short of the actual requirements.
Overwhelmed by their responsibilities, the Army
medical authorities turned for help to the Egyptian
Government, and generously the latter responded to
the appeal. All suitable buildings, the schools and
colleges, were placed at once at the disposal of the
Army, The hospitals of the State either were sur-
rendered entirely, or a proportion of the beds were
evacuated for the use of the troops; and finally the
Public Health Department offered their resources and
skilled personnel to meet the emergency. They were
critical moments, the first few days. There were
no nursing sisters available to staff the improvised
hospitals; there were no beds to accommodate the
cases; and there was no Red Cross organization to
minister to the comfort of the sick. Some of the
deficiencies should have been avoided by the exercise
of reasonable forethought; others perhaps were in-
evitable. The medical failure was no worse than the
military. All misfortunes connected with the Gallipoli
campaign arose mainly from an insular inclination
to think too lightly of Turkish spirit and Turkish
resources. A spirit of careless optimism seemed in-
separable in 1915 from every British conception.
By dint of tremendous efforts, organization arose
out of temporary confusion, and military administra-
tion asserted itself. Within a short period no less
than five General Hospitals were operating in Egypt:
each filled with sick and wounded far beyond the
proper limits of its capacity. In time every wounded
soldier was accommodated with a bed. Behind the
General Hospitals were others in buildings given
to the Army by the Egyptian Government, and
tent hospitals hastily set up by the Public Health
Department.1 Finally, came a number of semi-
1 The temporary hospital provided from the resources of the

